A new vision for the SAMJ – and a call for papers

Medical journals, unlike their basic science cousins, are the link between medical science and practice.[1,2] Not only do they seek to disseminate new knowledge, but they also intend to influence outcomes – the application of new knowledge to the treatment of patients. But this laudable goal creates a dilemma: who are medical journals actually for? The scientists or the doctors? Or perhaps the small group of specialists who are both?

This question is crucial because it influences every aspect of a journal’s operations. What content to publish; how to present information; the policies and procedures that govern decision-making; and, in the internet age, even the choice of publication medium.

The SAMJ and, by extension, its publisher the Health and Medical Publishing Group (HMPG), a wholly owned subsidiary of the South African Medical Association (SAMA), has historically addressed this challenge by trying to do it all: to be a scientific journal that targets researchers to publish their work, but with an editorial policy that favours mostly general-interest, non-academic doctors who are members of SAMA.[2] The problem is that these constituencies have distinctly different needs.

Doctors generally read medical journals in a similar way to how they might approach a newspaper: to be informed, interested and kept up to date.[2,3] Researchers, however, read the content in a different way. For scientists, a journal is not read as a monthly digest; instead they identify content through online searches to use in their work. This latter approach renders the printed issues into which journals are carefully arranged all but irrelevant.

During the past 5 years and more, the calls for the SAMJ to do better at serving both these audiences, with their divergent needs, have grown louder. Recommendations for change were most clearly articulated in a 2009 report[2] published by the Academy of Sciences of South Africa (ASSAF). The report summarised the conclusions of a panel chaired by Prof. Bongani Mayosi, convened to consider the future of South Africa (SA)’s clinical research. Devoting an entire chapter to scholarly journals, the report issued a strong call to action to SAMJ to ensure that the SAMJ and its daughter titles better support both medicine and science, including building capacity of the next generation of researchers.

Since that call was made, the need for reform has become even more pertinent. SA has moved into a phase where, with the National Health Insurance programme,[4] it is grappling with one of the most ambitious health reforms ever conceived. Decisions that affect the way healthcare is delivered, regulated and funded are being made every day. In the absence of a robust evidence base of contextually relevant, locally conducted research studies, disseminated through a strong local academic publishing industry, the risk is that this reform is already complete, the most crucial aspect is the recruitment of an expanded Editorial Advisory Board, led by the Editor-in-Chief, to strengthen the relationship between the journal and its audiences. Over the coming weeks, we will be announcing a series of appointments that we hope will provide the expanded SAMJ – and HMPG – with the academic direction and passion it needs.

With this new approach, building on the consensus of influential medical academics while staying true to its practice-changing aims, the SAMJ intends to ensure that the ancient medical journal paradox of how to combine science and practice is resolved in favour of building the necessary solid evidence base to support SA though its ambitious health transition – and, by doing so, to become the natural home for SA’s health and medical research that the Academy of Sciences has acknowledged that the country desperately needs.

Call for papers

To accompany the new vision of the SAMJ, the journal is launching its first Call for Papers targeting health and medical research that relates to SAs quadruple burden of disease. The best of the submissions for each of the four burdens will be published in special themed issues that will also highlight policy-relevant research gaps. Please send your submissions, including a covering letter introducing the work, to submissions@hmpg.co.za by 30 April 2016.
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